
-> Destra Family
OT FEATURES
(use without moderation)



Standard Ligatures
It replaces a sequence of characters with a more ‘harmonious’ glyph.

ffb -> ffb
fff -> fff
ffh -> ffh
ffi -> ffi
ffì -> ffì
ffí -> ffí
ffî -> ffî
ffï -> ffï
ffĩ -> ffĩ
ffī -> ffī
ffĭ -> ffĭ
ffj -> ffj
ffk -> ffk
ffl -> ffl
fft -> fft
ffy -> ffy
fb -> fb
ff -> ff
fh -> fh
fi -> fi
fì -> fì
fí -> fí
fî -> fî
fï -> fï
fĩ -> fĩ
fī -> fī
fĭ -> fĭ
fj -> fj
fk -> fk 
fl -> fl
ft -> ft
fy -> fy
fþ -> fþ
tf -> tf 

ty -> ty 
ſh -> ſh
ſi -> ſi
ſl -> ſl
ſſ -> ſſ
Select “Catalan” language to use:

l∙ -> l·
L∙ -> L·
Select “Dutch” language to use:

ij -> ij
IJ -> IJ

Discretionary Ligatures
Replaces a group of glyphs with a single glyph which, in contrast to the Standard 
Ligatures, is more decorative.

ct -> ct
st -> st
ſt -> ſt
www -> www

Old Style Figures
Changes selected figures from the lining style, proportional or tabular, to the old 
style form. Old style is the default figure style.

0123456789 -> 0123456789
0123456789 -> 0123456789

Lining Figures
Changes selected figures from old style, proportional or tabular, to the lining 
form.

0123456789 -> 0123456789
0123456789 -> 0123456789

Proportional Figures
Replaces figure glyphs set on tabular widths with corresponding glyphs set on 
proportional widths.

0123456789 -> 0123456789
0123456789 -> 0123456789

Tabular Figures
Replaces figure glyphs set on proportional widths with corresponding glyphs set 
on uniform (tabular) widths.

0123456789 -> 0123456789
0123456789 -> 0123456789

Titling Alternates
Used to convert default Arabic numerals to the ancient Roman numeral system, 
up to 1000.

888 -> 888
123 -> 123
59 -> 59

Stylistic Alternates
Replaces the default ‘@’ with an alternative form.

@ -> @

Contextual Alternates
Replaces default glyphs with alternate forms which provide better joining 
behavior.

->>>> -> ->>>>
->>> -> ->>>
->> -> ->>
-> -> ->



Fractions
Used to convert the sequence “number-slash-number” into a fraction form.

67890/12345 -> 67890/12345

Numerators
Replaces selected figures with numerator figures.

H0123456789 -> H0123456789

Denominators
Replaces selected figures with denominator figures.

H0123456789 -> H0123456789

Superiors
Replaces a default glyph with a superscript glyph.

x0123456789 -> x0123456789

Scientific Inferiors / Subscript
Replaces a default glyph with a subscript glyph.

x0123456789 -> x0123456789

Ordinals
Replaces default alphabetic glyphs with the corresponding ordinal forms.

Sra -> Sra
Exmo -> Exmo

Historical Forms
Changes a glyph to its corresponding historical version.

s -> ſ
st -> ſt

Localized Forms
Replaces glyphs with a different form according the selected language.

Turkish (and Azeri, Crimean Tatar)

I i -> I i (turkish “i” with dot accent)
Romanian (and Moldavian)

Ş ş Ţ ţ -> Ş ş Ţ ţ

Capital Spacing
Adjusts inter-glyph spacing for all-caps text.

HAMBURGERFONSTIV -> HAMBURGERFONSTIV

Access All Alternates
Shows the variations of a character via the Glyph Palette.

5 -> 5 5 5 5
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